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What is Generative AI?

Generative AI refers to AI techniques that learn a representation
of artifacts from data, and use it to generate brand-new, unique
artifacts that resemble but don’t repeat the original data. These
artifacts can serve benign or nefarious purposes. Generative AI
can produce totally novel content (including text, images, video,
audio, structures), computer code, synthetic data, workflows
and models of physical objects. Generative AI also can be used
in art, drug discovery or material design.

Source: Gartner, 2023
https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/glossary/generative-ai





Who make Slide?
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PowerPoint

Google 
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Presentation Tome

Presentation Tools Comparison: AI Features

Microsoft 365 Copilot

PowerPoint: Designer
Extensions

SlideAI.io

GPT for Docs Slide Sheet

Magic Design

Magic Write

Text to Image

AI narrative generation

Document to presentation

AI image generation

AI text editing



The new era
of storytelling.
Tome is the AI-powered format for your work & ideas.

Built for storytellers, powered by AI. Tome is the world’s first generative
storytelling format to truly harness the power of artificial intelligence - enabling
anyone to tell a compelling story.

Tome combines a fluid, interactive canvas with an AI storytelling partner so you
can create and share immersive narratives that look great on any device.

by Magical Tome, Inc.



AI narrative generation with one click

Let Tome generate
a presentation,

outline, or story -
complete with text

and images.



Document to presentation

Transform your
strategy doc,
or summarize

long-format
content into the
essential points.



AI image generation

Edit image output
to bring your story

to life the way
you want it.



AI text editing

Use AI to rewrite
text with the right
tone and length,

change image
styles.





Limitation of Tome
 Reference of Information

 Clear messages and information

 Complex information

 Type of Presentation

 Privacy of your Information
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https://tome.app/tomecommunity/one-page-website-cljx4izc91xyopo3eq162cgvi
https://tome.app/tomecommunity/one-page-website-cljx4izc91xyopo3eq162cgvi

